Invest in your future. A Davenport bachelor’s degree in finance prepares you to be an adept financial manager across many enterprises. You’ll learn financial data analysis and interpretation. You’ll gain the ability to formulate, evaluate and recommend sound, ethical solutions to finance-related challenges. You’ll study market trends and more. If you’d like to build your career conquering the complexities of today’s financial arena, choose this dynamic degree.

Why DU?

- 90% of our BBA graduate respondents reported a **salary increase** in their work following graduation.
- 94% of respondents reported that they would recommend this program to others.
- One of nine Certified Financial Planner Standards board registered programs in Michigan.
- Provides in-depth focus on credit analysis, for the ability to determine strengths and weaknesses in a company’s financials.
- Delivers equally in-depth focus on financial forecasting, budgets and crafting pro forma statements.
- Includes electives that allow you to tailor your degree to a particular area of finance (i.e. financial planning, portfolio management, etc.)
- Offers access to a significant networking opportunity through the ACG cup competition.

Davenport University

- We are a private, non-profit university preparing students for a career.
- We award $15 million in scholarships each year.
- We keep a low student-to-faculty ratio.
- We offer 11 campuses across Michigan.
- We specialize in flexible online or on-campus classes days and evenings.
- We are nationally respected for our curriculum and faculty.

Donald W. Maine College of Business

DU has been a leader in business education since 1866, with a proud tradition of preparing leaders for today and tomorrow. Respected, rigorous and proven, we focus on your success. Find your future with Davenport.

Learn more from admissions representatives at **800-686-1600** or **davenport.edu**